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BACKGROUND
San Francisco has a strong history of initiating, strengthening, and implementing policies that support sustainability. Today’s global climate crisis expands the need and scope of this work to help reduce global heating through greenhouse gas emissions reductions (mitigation) and protect the city and its people from the
unavoidable impacts of climate change (adaptation). Although numerous City plans, policies, and regulations support these aims, they are often distributed across multiple documents and City codes. This current
regulatory reality can result in missed opportunities for projects to increase the effectiveness, efficiency,
and benefits of their investments to sustainability, resilience, climate—as well as support equity, affordability, housing, financial, and other challenges. Likewise, it can be difficult for individual project sponsors
and decision makers to connect design and construction decisions to the attainment of citywide goals, like
achieving a net-zero city by 2050 per the 2016 Paris Climate Accords. In today’s complex world, additions
and evolutions to our built environment are either part of these needed solutions or costly future retrofits.
The Sustainable Neighborhood Program has been particularly inspired by the opportunities and challenges
presented in area planning, as well as the myriad of design, review, and approval processes associated with
major development projects and their agreements. San Francisco Planning initiated, and has been leading,
the Program’s development in collaboration with fellow agencies over the past few years. It has evolved
through our “eco-district” work (e.g., Central SoMa Area Plan, Mission Rock, etc.), the Sustainable Systems
Framework, and global best practices. The Program is intended as a comprehensive approach to amplifying
environmental performance, quality of life, and community co-benefits in any scale plan or project.

Sustainable Neighborhood Program Summary

The Program is comprised of four main elements or tools: a vision framework; program summary; road
map/project worksheets; and online guide. It aims to synthesize sustainability, climate, and resilience initiatives and regulations across City agencies in order to enable public and private investments in the built
environment to achieve net-positive projects that support broader citywide initiatives.
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The Framework is centered on five goals for any project or neighborhood to achieve (healthy air, renewable
energy, clean water, robust ecosystems, and zero waste) through the pursuit of 15 sub-targets (see diagram
nelow). Its development employed five guiding principles: people-centered, built on best practices, effective
& efficient, compelling & easy-to-use, and flexible/scalable. The Framework also embeds three critical imperatives to be considered and supported throughout any strategy or combination thereof:
• Equity. Adopting more sustainable practices can help address health and prosperity disparities faced
by communities of color. Sustainability strategies should be pursued with thoughtful procedural,
structural, and distributional considerations and explicitly intend to benefit vulnerable populations.

• Climate. Well-designed sustainability strategies/actions can help minimize climate change by eliminating carbon emissions. Per the City’s Climate Action framework, this includes co-benefits to renewable energy, sustainable mobility, zero waste, and carbon sequestration. Likewise, by following the dynamic framework, inadvertent increases to greenhouse gas emissions can be avoided.
• Resilience. Resilient communities include people, buildings, and infrastructure that can withstand
and recover from severe shocks and slower-to-accumulate stressors. As the effects of climate change
are already here, investing in resilience today protects against current challenges (often while reducing energy and operational expenses) while reducing costly future repairs.
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As a platform, the overall Sustainable Neighborhood Framework and tools seek to:

• Provide a bold vision and set of priorities for sustainable development throughout the City

• Identify and leverage system-based approaches to achieving one target in a way that benefits others

• Help identify opportunities, constraints, best practices, and potential partnerships for success

• Advance equity and climate resilience through the thoughtful, integrated, and innovative pursuit of
environmental sustainability regulations

• Streamline (not add to) inter-agency review by providing a consistent platform for iterative design
and decision making with project sponsors around environmental sustainability topics

Specifically, the Sustainable Neighborhood Road Map (see below) is a set of five worksheets, one for each
goal. Each table is organized around the three targets relevant to that goal. The columns summarize core
approaches or pathways through which the project can achieve results (vertical vs. horizontal decisions),
key existing regulations (at the time of publication), specific objectives the City urges the project to achieve
by build-out (non-binding but driven by existing or anticipated citywide goals, policies, and/or regulations), and a suite of recommended strategies. As the road map strives to set inspiring targets but not be
prescriptive about how a project may achieve them, especially important for quickly evolving technologies,
the strategy sets are merely a starting place.
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RECENT PROCESS & PILOTS
Neighborhood- or district-sized developments are often an ideal scale for maximizing the effectiveness and
efficiency of environmental sustainability and climate resilience aims. In late 2017/early 2018, the Potrero
Power Station and Balboa Reservoir projects were invited to help pilot the Sustainable Neighborhood
Framework beta during in their developments. Leading up to and throughout these processes, Planning
convened separate content working sessions with SF Environment, SFPUC, the Mayor’s Office, OEWD, and
SPUR. Both projects were provided an overview presentation and a customized Road Map. In practice, the
development teams have been using the road maps to determine project-specific goals and the standards
and guidelines (required) and considerations (recommendations) included in their approval documents.
The comprehensive five-page Road Map lives as a compendium in the design standard’s appendix. Throughout, the project sponsor and City family teams have worked with Planning staff in an iterative process to
use and refine the framework to inspire best project outcomes.

NEXT STEPS

Planning Department staff look forward to hearing discussion and suggestions from the Planning Commission. Over the next months, we aim to: finish the pilots with Potrero Power Station and Balboa Reservoir;
conduct stakeholder workshops with designers, developers, environmental groups; and refine the contents
and evolve the spreadsheet-based tools into dynamic online formats. We propose to return to the Planning
Commission in the summer with a resolution for action.

REQUIRED COMMISSION ACTION

Planning staff brings this item as information for the Commission to consider and provide guidance on how
to best leverage this Planning Department tool to best support environmental sustainability, resilience, climate, and equity aims.

RECOMMENDATION:

INFORMATIONAL

Attachments:
none
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Presentation Elements
1. Climate Challenge Overview
2. Proactive Climate Resilience

in San Francisco

3. Sustainable Neighborhood

Program & Tools

4. Next Steps

Climate Challenge
Overview

the Global Climate crisis Has hit home
Drought &
Wildfire

Sea Level Rise
& Flooding

Poor Air Quality

Extreme Heat

alongside other challenges & Current City Priorities
∕ Housing & community stabilization
∕ Equity & environmental justice
∕ Public health & safety
∕ Responsive & smart public investment

impacts are
Disproportionate

JAN

2017 EMS Call Log

Heat Event

DEC

continued Emission reductions

are not A GIVEN
Trend

10-YR
FOCUS
SF BAU

Net-Zero
Goal
2020

2030

2050

Climate resilience
San Francisco pro-action

cHARTING a Holistic & coordinated View for action

Safeguard for
Current & Future
Hazards: PROTECT

Eliminate &
Capture Emissions:
DRAWDOWN

Inter-agency efforts: Plans & Projects
Waterfront Resilience Program /
Flood Study
Sea Level Rise Vulnerability &
Consequences Assessment

Hazard & Climate
Resilience Plan

Climate Action
Strategy

Major
Development
Projects
(SNF pilots)

Planning Department’s Avenues of Support & Action
Early Interface
Entitlements, PPAs, CEQA,
DAs & General Plan referrals

Integrated Planning &
Partnerships
Area & community plans, IPIC
engagement, inter-agency,
General Plan updates

Tools

Design Review

Planning Code, PIM, Better
Roofs, Better Streets, UDGs,
TDM, SFPlantFinder,
Sustainable Neighborhood FW

Inter-agency / disciplinary:
urban design & architecture,
open space & streetscapes

Citywide Division

work program
& Integration

Sustainable Neighborhood
Program & Tools

Amplify performance,
efficiency & systems;

1

Chinatown

Central SoMa

Evolve “Eco-Districts”
Mission Rock

2

P70
PPS
Stonestown
Islais Creek

LEGEND

Balboa

Completed
Current pilots
Potential

3
India Basin

Excelsior

Maximize co-benefits of investments
while meeting needs & Regulations

Stormwater Management / Flood Protection

Valencia Green Gateway

Program Elements & Guiding Principles
Vision Framework

∕ People-centered &

compelling

Program Summary

∕ Built on best practices
∕ Effective & efficient

Project Road Map / Worksheet

∕ Compelling & easy-to-use
∕ Flexible & scalable

Online Guide

Vision Framework: inter-connected Goals & Targets

Program Summary: what, why, how + user guide

Road Map / Worksheet: consistent base for iterative process

Road Map / Worksheet: consistent base for iterative process

Project Targets

Project-Specific Strategies

Road Map
summary:
Market/Octavia
Example

ONLINE GUIDE [DRAFT]: dynamic Portal to Regs & resources

∕ Commission feedback
∕ Pilot wrap-ups
∕ Engagement

Next steps

∕ Refinements
∕ Return to Commission
(resolution) & launch
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